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US Futures-World Markets: Trading volume has been off the charts since 2021 started. Big tech is regaining
market leadership versus value stocks. Robinhood traders and the rise of single-stock options trading has
everyone and their mother in the market (see charts below). Yesterday was one of the weirdest trading days I
have seen in my career. GameStop had an $80 intraday range. Blackberry is +170% YTD. Overstock is +12%
premarket. We have retail traders gunning for hedge funds looking to squeeze their short positions. The
game has truly changed, at least for now. Etsy is +10% premarket after Elon Musk tweeted he likes the
company. Ken Griffin and Stevie Cohen don’t drop $3 billion on Melvin Capital midday out of the kindness of
their heart. In other news, Larry Fink lectured us in his annual letter warning companies they need to show a
net-zero carbon emissions plan. Hey Larry, let me know what President Xi in China thinks of your letter.
Microsoft reports after the bell as we get big-tech earning this week. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +5.39, 10-Yr
Yield: 1.04%.
CORE Headlines:
 Johnson & Johnson said it would share details from its widely watched coronavirus vaccine trial soon,
as the healthcare conglomerate races to develop a potential single-dose vaccine for COVID-19.Reuters
 3M, which makes N95 face masks and Post-it notes, reported a higher quarterly profit, helped by an
increase in demand for its healthcare products during the COVID-19 pandemic.-Reuters
 Facing political pressure and lawsuits, California governor Gavin Newsom lifted a strict lockdown
order and gave local authorities greater control over whether restaurants, hair salons, and other
businesses could reopen.-NYT
 Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) and Senator Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ) reiterated that they will not vote to
remove the Senate filibuster, which was enough for Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) to
drop his demand that filibuster commitment be included in a power-sharing agreement.-NYT
 U.S. homebuilder D.R. Horton raised its forecast for 2021 home sales and topped Wall Street
estimates for quarterly profit as low mortgage rates and a shift towards suburban living continued to
whet buyer appetite.-Reuters
 Leon Black said on Monday he would step down as chief executive at Apollo Global Management,
following an independent review of his ties to the late financier and convicted sex offender Jeffrey
Epstein.-Reuters (He paid Epstein $150 million in fees, which was a 5% vig on how much Black saved
in taxes.)
 Federal Reserve chairman Jerome Powell and incoming Treasury secretary Janet Yellen have a long
history of working well together—she hopes to oversee a spending wave to push jobless numbers
down, while his pledge to keep rates low should help the stimulus effort.-WSJ
 Biden signed an executive order imposing tougher rules on government procurement practices to
increase purchases of products made in the US, a step toward fulfilling his Buy American campaign
pledge to strengthen domestic manufacturing.-WSJ
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“Chinese President Xi Jinping urged multilateral coordination to tackle global challenges such as the
pandemic while issuing a veiled warning against the new Biden administration’s preparations to rally
allies to challenge Beijing.”-WSJ
With Democrats controlling the Senate, the cannabis industry is hoping for a faster path to federal
legalization.-WSJ
Google said it will open up select facilities for use as vaccination sites and bolster search results to
provide better information on where to find a vaccine for Covid-19.-USA
The first known case of the contagious Brazilian coronavirus variant in the US has been found in
Minnesota, local health officials said Monday, after a person there returned from a trip to Brazil.-NYP
Special purpose acquisition companies undertook mergers worth more than $15B on Monday, a sign
that such “blank check” companies are becoming a major force for taking companies public on Wall
Street.-FT
In the UK, an estimated 1.3M foreign-born workers have left during the pandemic, of which 700K
came from London, according to new data from the Economic Statistics Centre of Excellence, and
experts believe many will never return.-FT
Moderna is launching a trial for a new Covid-19 vaccine in response to a coronavirus strain that
emerged in South Africa, saying that while its current shot still works, it produces only one-sixth of
the antibodies, raising concerns about long-term immunity.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 100 tips for a better life http://bit.ly/3aihqST people on both sides of the aisle should read #59
 Elemental: Read a book, your brain will be better for it http://bit.ly/2Y7rZ5e “Pick one book to start”
(Note: please don’t be THAT person that feels the need to tell everyone you are reading a book. If you
do that, you may be the same person with a “26.2” bumper sticker on your car.)
 Child Trends: Look at the under-18 age US population http://bit.ly/3qPRUei (Demographics matter!!)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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While US indices hit new records on Monday, there is some nervousness about the timing of Biden’s
stimulus package. For now, traders are buying the dips.

Source: barchart.com

The market is starting to price in an increase in corporate taxes. Companies that typically pay higher
taxes have underperformed since the elections.
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Call option trading hit extreme levels over the past year (driven by retail investors).

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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Which equity factors saw the greatest increases in call option activity?

• Momentum:

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

• High-vol:
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Source: Deutsche Bank Research

• Shares with the highest short interest:

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Encouraged by the Reddit group r/wallstreetbets (and other online discussion boards), retail traders
caused a massive short-squeeze in GameStop shares. The practice of targeted short-selling appears
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to have been permanently altered.

Source: @tracyalloway, @business Read full article

Goldman’s index that tracks stocks favored by retail investors is up more than 100% over the past
year
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Flows into equity ETFs accelerated last week.

Source: @markets Read full article
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The pace of vaccinations continues to climb.

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

Fund managers have been boosting allocations to commodities.

Source: BofA Global Research
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Ethereum’s (ETH) trading volume was briefly higher than Bitcoin over the past week.

Source: @KaikoData

There are over 120,000 Bitcoin option contracts (collectively worth $4 billion) set to expire on Friday. This could lead to
significant volatility as January draws to a close.

Source: CoinDesk
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US dietary intakes compared to recommendations:

Source: Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
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Israel’s COVID cases and vaccinations: (We can only hope!)

Source: Variant Perception
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The most-streamed TV shows:

Source: @chartrdaily

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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